In recent years, several phenomenological dynamical models have been formulated that describe how perceptual variables are incorporated in the control of motor variables. We call these short-route models as they do not address how perception-action patterns might be constrained by the dynamical properties of the sensory, neural and musculoskeletal subsystems of the human action system. As an alternative, we advocate a long-route modelling approach in which the dynamics of these subsystems are explicitly addressed and integrated to reproduce interceptive actions. The approach is exemplified through a discussion of a recently developed model for interceptive actions consisting of a neural network architecture for the online generation of motor outflow commands, based on time-to-contact information and information about the relative positions and velocities of hand and ball. This network is shown to be consistent with both behavioural and neurophysiological data. Finally, some problems are discussed with regard to the question of how the motor outflow commands (i.e. the intended movement) might be modulated in view of the musculoskeletal dynamics.
INTRODUCTION
Since the introduction of skill-oriented (e.g. Whiting 1969 ) and perception-based (e.g. Turvey 1977 ) accounts of action in the area of motor control, interceptive actions like catching and hitting have become a focal point of interest in the study of perception-action coupling (e.g. McLeod 1987; Bootsma & Van Wieringen 1990; Michaels & Oudejans 1992; Peper et al. 1994; Smeets & Brenner 1995) . This is both understandable and appropriate: interceptive actions are 'real-life' instances of perception-action coupling that highlight the human capacity to operate effectively on dynamic events in the environment. The properties of such events (e.g. an approaching flyball) constrain the performance of interceptive tasks both spatially and temporally: the path followed by the endeffector (e.g. a hand or hand-held implement) must intersect that of the approaching object and the end-effector must be at the intersection point at the same time as the object. Human actors can meet such spatio-temporal constraints with a high degree of accuracy: expert cricketplayers bat balls with a spatial accuracy in the order of 0.05 m (McLeod 1987) , while expert table-tennis players (Bootsma & Van Wieringen 1990) and baseball players (Regan 1997) have been reported to hit balls with a temporal accuracy in the order of 5 ms. These remarkable feats make one wonder: how are the spatio-temporal constraints on interceptive actions accommodated, that is, how are interceptive actions performed?
Rather diverse strategies have been proposed for the control of interceptive actions. One important distinction is that between predictive and prospective control strategies. Predictive strategies involve vision-based predictions of the time and place of interception. The most extreme predictive strategy is the triggering of a pre-programmed hand movement on the basis of some form of critical predictive (temporal) information (e.g. Tyldesley & Whiting 1975) . Besides triggering, however, predictive information may also be used to modulate movement after initiation, which may occur in either a time-discrete or a time-continuous fashion (e.g. Lee et al. 1983) . Prospective strategies are based not on predictive information but on information specifying the currently required movement adjustments that will ultimately culminate in a successful interception. Thus, the actor establishes a particular dynamic relationship with the environment, which leads to success if it prevails (e.g. Chapman 1968; Peper et al. 1994) .
Predictive strategies have typically been proposed for rapid interceptive actions such as batting a baseball (Hubbard & Seng 1954) , smashing in table tennis (Tyldesley & Whiting 1975) and hitting a simulated 'spider' on a computer screen (Smeets & Brenner 1995) . If the action is fast, little time is available for online movement adjustment. Furthermore, predictive control constitutes an expedient means to deal with neural, neuromuscular and electromechanical delays. However, a disadvantage of any predictive strategy is that its success depends on the accuracy of the prediction used (which, in general, will be inversely related to the time-span over which the prediction is made). Viewed in this light, it is not surprising that even for fast interceptive actions little or no evidence has been found for mere triggering, whereas several studies have shown that rapid interceptive movements are continuously influenced by visual information about the target (Pélisson et al. 1986; Smeets & Brenner 1995) .
If even fast interceptive actions are continuously influenced by visual information, then surely slower interceptive actions like catching are. However, it is still an open question whether continuous control strategies used in catching are more appropriately understood as predictive or as prospective. It could be argued that some form of prediction must be used because humans are still able to catch balls when visual information about the ball's flight is only available during a limited time (e.g. Sharp & Whiting 1974; cf. Brouwer et al. 2002) . However, in catching experiments a remarkable phenomenon has been observed that is difficult to reconcile with the notion of prediction: if the hand is initially positioned at the interception point which the ball approaches under a certain angle, then, at least on some occasions, the hand first moves away from the interception point before reversing direction and returning to it (Montagne et al. 1999) . Accounting for such 'movement reversals' in terms of prediction requires assuming that the prediction used during the early phase of the action is incorrect and is subsequently improved as the action evolves and more information becomes available.
This brief characterization of the state of affairs in the study of interceptive actions illustrates that many basic issues remain to be resolved, probably owing to the inherent complexity of the problem. The development of a satisfactory account of the control of interceptive actions requires accurate and reliable knowledge not only about the perceptual variables on which control is based but also about the manner in which these perceptual variables support the control of movement. Besides the fact that multiple perceptual variables appear to be used at any one time, probably with context-dependent variations in their precise configurations and relative weightings, these requirements are difficult to accommodate simultaneously because the identification of the type of control depends on the postulated perceptual variables, while the identification of the perceptual variables depends on the postulated control. We will argue that, to break away from this potential deadlock, it is necessary to develop dynamical models for the control of interceptive actions in which as many relevant findings and facts are integrated as possible. Specifically, these findings and facts should not be restricted to the behavioural level, but should also pertain to relevant neuroanatomical, neurophysiological and biomechanical properties of the human action system.
In developing this argument, we distinguish two classes of dynamical models for the control of interceptive actions, called short-route and long-route models (see figure 1). Short-route models formally describe how perceptual and motor variables are coupled onto each other dynamically, thus constituting particular perceptionmovement dynamics in the form of a dynamical control law (cf. Warren 1988; Schö ner 1994) . Such phenomenological models provide a short route into the study of interceptive actions in that they do not address how the dynamical properties of interceptive behaviours are instantiated by the human action system. This is the objective of long-route models, which consist of dynamical formulations of the relevant subsystems (i.e. sensory, neural, biomechanical) and their interactions. Until now, the long route has not been fully pursued in the modelling of interceptive actions. Although models of the neural (Dessing et al. 2002) and the musculoskeletal system (Van Soest & Beek 1996) have been proposed that address aspects of the control of interceptive actions, a full dynamical neuro-musculoskeletal model has not yet been formulated. To build our case for the long-route approach, we briefly summarize the pertinent literature on the informational basis of interceptive actions to sketch the current state of affairs in this area. Such a summary is relevant because the identification of adequate perceptual variables is a prerequisite for the construction of both short-and long-route dynamical models. Subsequently, we critically evaluate three short-route models that are currently being pursued in the study of interceptive actions. These steps pave the way for a characterization of the more elaborate (longer) modelling approach and the hurdles to be overcome therein.
INFORMATIONAL BASIS OF INTERCEPTIVE ACTIONS
The vast majority of research on interceptive actions has been (and still is) directed at identification of the perceptual variables that play a role in the guidance of such actions. In general, answering this question requires manipulations of the properties of both the to-be-intercepted object (e.g. its size and approach kinematics) and of the visual system (e.g. monocular versus binocular vision, vergence and disparity). Typically, movement kinematics are analysed in relation to the experimental manipulations: if a property of the movement correlates with the manipulations, then the manipulated perceptual variable may be used in the control of action.
However straightforward this approach may sound, it is confronted with several methodological problems. One persistent problem is that the existence of a correlation as such does not necessarily imply that the perceptual variable of interest was indeed implicated in the control of action. It may have been that another perceptual variable was used, which just happened to be strongly correlated with the variable of interest. Another, but related, problem is that visual manipulations seldom fail to yield statistically significant effects, which leads to the little productive (albeit not necessarily false) conclusion that humans use a large variety of perceptual variables in interceptive actions.
Given these problems, it is impossible to make very definite statements about the perceptual variables that are used in the control of interceptive actions. To summarize the current status of this field of research, it is useful to categorize the pertinent studies into those focusing on 'lower-order variables', motivated from psychophysics and information processing theory, and those focusing on 'higher-order variables', motivated from ecological psychology. Customarily, lower-order variables take the form of either 'standard' kinematical variables (e.g. position, velocity, acceleration and direction of travel) or 'standard' optical and visual variables (e.g. image size, optical angle, vergence, disparity and changes therein). Higher-order variables, by contrast, are ensemble variables composed of lower-order variables. They may be picked up 'directly' from ambient energy patterns (e.g. the optic array), without having to be explicitly calculated from their lowerorder constituents (e.g. Runeson 1977) . 'Ecological' higher-order variables specify properties of the environment relevant to action, such as TC and place-of-contact.
As regards the use of lower-order variables in interceptive actions, it is evident that some form of information about target location is used (Smeets & Brenner 1995; Brouwer et al. 2002) . It is also well documented that target velocity has a robust effect on the velocity of the interceptive movement in that one moves consistently quicker to fast targets than to slow ones, the so-called velocity coupling effect (Bootsma & Van Wieringen 1990; Savelsbergh et al. 1992; Smeets & Brenner 1995; Carnahan & McFadyen 1996) . It appears that position and velocity information play different roles in the control of hitting (Smeets & Brenner 1995) , although it is unclear to what extent target velocity affects the actual hand path (in the sense of directional changes; cf. Smeets & Brenner (1995) ; Brouwer et al. (2002) , but see also de Lussanet et al. (2002b) ). Even more inconclusive is the evidence with regard to the use of information about target acceleration. Whereas Rosenbaum (1975) reported clear evidence for the use of acceleration in judging when targets moving in a frontal plane reached a certain point, Port et al. (1997) , who had their subjects actually intercept targets in this plane, found no evidence for the use of acceleration information. All in all, it may be tentatively concluded that humans are most sensitive to position-related information, which they undoubtedly use in interceptive actions, possibly less sensitive to velocity-related information and even less sensitive, if at all, to acceleration-related information.
As regards the use of higher-order variables, it is useful to make a distinction between temporal (TC-related) and spatial (place-of-contact-related) higher-order variables. The former class of variables has been studied more extensively. Since the pioneering work of Lee (1976 Lee ( , 1980 , it has been suggested that the source of TC information Figure 2 . Two higher-order variables for objects moving on a straight trajectory with a constant velocity. (a) The temporal variable () specifies the remaining TC for objects approaching the observation point. (b) The spatial variable approximates the future passing distance (FPD) in units of object size for objects that will pass the observation point.
used to time interceptive actions is a visual quantity called . If an object is moving with a constant velocity on a linear trajectory toward an observation point, the TC with the observation point is specified by , defined as the inverse of the relative rate of expansion of the optical contour of the object at the observation point (see figure 2a) . Apart from calculating on the basis of the object's optical contour (or image size) at the observation point, it can be calculated for any optical angle (e.g. the optical angle between object and hand or the vergence angle), yielding different sources of TC-related information. In theory, such information could be used exclusively to determine when to initiate an interceptive movement. Several studies have presented evidence that this is indeed the case (e.g. Lee et al. 1983; Savelsbergh et al. 1991) , but all of these have been challenged on methodological and conceptual grounds (Wann 1996; Tresilian 1999) . Other studies have presented evidence against the exclusive use of (e.g. Van der Kamp et al. 1997; Bennett et al. 1999) , while still others have dismissed the use of altogether and proposed alternative forms of TC information (Smeets et al. 1996; Tresilian 1999; Kerzel et al. 2001) . Thus, as it stands, the evidence for the use of , regardless of its precise form, is slim at best. However, the evidence for the use of TC information in the timing of interceptive actions is very strong, even though it is unclear in what form this information is perceived. Rushton & Wann (1999) derived a model for TC estimation based on weighted combinations of optical size and binocular disparity, two cues that are both functions of the distance between the approaching object and the observer. The model is sensitive to the relative effectiveness of the two cues in estimating TC and implicitly switches its response to the cue that specifies the earliest arrival and away from the cue that is lost or below threshold. Apart from higher-order information regarding TC, catchers and hitters may also use higher-order spatial information. Bootsma & Peper (1992) and Regan & Kaushal (1994) derived a higher-order variable specifying the distance at which an approaching object will pass the observation point in units of object size, provided that the object moves along a straight trajectory at a constant velocity. This variable is formalized as the ratio between the rate of change of the angle between the object and the line perpendicular to the observer's frontoparallel plane and the expansion rate (see figure 2b ). Just as for , evidence corroborating ( Jacobs & Michaels 2003) as well as refuting (Peper et al. 1994; Montagne et al. 1999 ) the use of this kind of predictive spatial information has been reported. Therefore, as to the use of this kind of information, the verdict is still out. However, as noted above, it is evident from the movement reversals in the experiment of Montagne et al. (1999) that, if humans use this kind of predictive spatial information, it is inaccurate at movement initiation. To salvage the use of this kind of predictive spatial information, one either has to assume that the quality of the prediction improves as the action evolves in time or that the assumptions underlying its derivation were violated.
In summary, despite many effects correlated with variations in higher-order variables, no firm evidence exists that such higher-order variables are actually used in the control of interceptive actions. Data indicate that some form of TC or expansion-related information is used, but this information need not be, and probably is not, carried in . Similarly, it is not unlikely that some form of predictive spatial information is used, but this need not be the quantity proposed by Bootsma & Peper (1992) .
MODELLING THE CONTROL OF INTERCEPTIVE ACTIONS ALONG THE SHORT ROUTE
'Short-route' dynamical models for the control of interceptive actions go beyond the mere identification of the informational basis of action in attempting to elucidate how perceptual quantities are coupled into the dynamics of action. This approach has been advocated as the unification of two different perspectives on perception-action coupling, namely the information-theoretical perspective of ecological psychology with its emphasis on higher-order invariants (such as ) specifying relevant properties of the animal-environment system (such as TC) and controltheoretic (i.e. cybernetic) accounts of information-based structures supporting action (cf. Schö ner 1994) (although, in our definition of short-route models, it is not critical whether the perceptual variables appear as lower-or as higher-order variables).
The first step in constructing short-route models consists of defining the perceptual and motor variables over which the control law is to be written. Therefore, the insights obtained in studies aimed at uncovering the informational basis of interceptive control often serve as basic input for short-route models. The subsequent identification of a control law consists of stipulating and modelling how the selected perceptual variables dynamically map onto motor variables, which usually take the form of state variables of the end-effector (Warren 1988 ). The models may be viewed as 'formal analogies' of observed behavioural phenomena, and interpreted as attempts to capture key dynamical signatures of perceptually guided actions. Such signatures may in turn be seen as the properties of neurally supported behavioural modules, which are functionally defined through their dynamics (Schö ner 1994). Besides providing insights into the funcPhil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. B (2003) tional, dynamical properties of characteristic behaviours and their perceptual support, short-route models can generate testable quantitative predictions regarding these behaviours. By simulating the dynamics of short-route models it is possible to examine whether particular sources of perceptual information (e.g. ) adequately constrain the action of interest.
Despite these merits, short-route models suffer from several shortcomings. The notion of 'formal analogy' implicitly emphasizes qualitative correspondence of dynamical features over precise quantitative matching, thus lending the mathematically agile scientist considerable liberties in formulating another 'formal analogy' if required by the data. Given the number of possible control laws (and informational variables) the number of viable 'formal analogies' for a given behavioural phenomenon is likely to be rather large. This raises the question of how one should differentiate between different models yielding similar behaviours and stability properties in particular parameter ranges.
Perhaps more important is the question of what new insights into the control of action are gained by such a differentiation. In many instances the contribution of short-route models is rather modest, as their construction is constrained solely by the behavioural phenomena of interest, perhaps in combination with some pragmatic mathematical considerations. Thus, the construction of short-route models may easily lead to the inclusion of arbitrary parameters and terms to capture aspects of local datasets such as the kinematic and stability-related features of particular behaviours. For instance, Zaal et al. (1999) derived a limit cycle model with several arbitrary terms to reproduce reaching trajectories to stationary and moving targets, whereas de Lussanet et al. (2002a) proposed a linear mass-spring model with a damping term defined with respect to the velocity of the equilibrium point rather than the environment, as is conventionally done, to 'account for' trajectory formation in fast-goaldirected movements. In both cases, the introduced terms seem to serve no other purpose than to satisfy the constraints that follow from the modelling goal to reproduce the observed kinematics.
Although short-route models may provide insight into, and contain intriguing hypotheses about, the stability features of perception-action patterns, it may be questioned whether the stability features of perception-action patterns may always be viewed as reflections of neurally supported behavioural modules, as suggested by Schö ner (1994) . Strictly speaking, short-route models preclude an understanding of the origin of stability-related features in terms of the dynamics of the subsystems (sensory, neural, biomechanical). Considering that the stabilizing properties of the musculoskeletal system may contribute significantly to the stability properties of coordinated actions (e.g. Van Soest et al. 1994; Van Soest & Beek 1996) , it may in fact lead to erroneous conclusions when the stability properties of a particular perception-action pattern are viewed solely as reflections of neural control modules.
Short-route models for the control of interceptive actions may be especially useful at initial or intermediate stages of modelling when they formalize a plausible, generic control structure. An example of such a model is the RV model proposed by Peper et al. (1994) . Peper et al. closely analysed the movement trajectories of the hand (along a single lateral dimension) while intercepting balls travelling along different flight paths in relation to the time-varying position of the ball and the remaining TC (as specified by ). Evidence was found for continuous, prospective control of the velocity of the hand. Specifically, it appeared that, during the last 400 ms or so before interception, a simple control law was obeyed according to which the momentary velocity of the hand closely matched the required hand velocity (i.e. RV) as defined by the momentary lateral distance between hand and ball divided by the remaining TC. By obeying this control law, that is, by moving the hand at the currently (and thus continuously changing) RV, the lateral hand-ball distance is reduced to zero in the remaining TC, ensuring interception of the ball without ever predicting the location of the interception point. The prospective control law identified by Peper et al. (1994) was supported by the movement reversals observed in the experimental study of Montagne et al. (1999) referred to earlier. However, in a recent experimental study very similar to the one of Peper et al. (1994) , Jacobs & Michaels (2003) have challenged the use of lateral ball position information in favour of the predictive place-of-contact information discussed in § 2 (even though Peper et al. (1994) set out to examine the use of this very quantity and demonstrated that predictions of the future interception point did not conform with this information). However this issue resolves, the control law identified by Peper et al. shows that useful and viable insights into the control of interceptive actions can be obtained through short-route modelling efforts.
Recently, we (Dessing et al. 2002) further analysed the generic RV control structure inherent in two prospective controllers of hand movements in catching, both based on RV control, namely Peper et al.'s (1994) model and an alternative version of this model formulated by Bootsma et al. (1997) . On the basis of a comparison with the experimental data reported in Montagne et al. (1999 Montagne et al. ( , 2000 , it turned out that both models predicted overshoots of the future interception point in some conditions where no overshoots occurred in the data. Furthermore, the velocity profiles generated by the two models matched the actually observed velocity only roughly. Thus, to accomplish a better fit with the data, the proposed models need to be modified. However, owing to the nature of short-route models this would involve arbitrary extensions of the existing model constructs by adding dynamical components aimed solely at establishing a better correspondence between the output of the models and the observed kinematics. In recognition of this problem, we adopted another, more encompassing, approach that we will explain and elaborate in the sections to come.
MODELLING THE CONTROL OF INTERCEPTIVE ACTIONS ALONG THE LONG ROUTE
As discussed in § 3, short-route models may provide useful insights into the control of interceptive actions, but run the risk of becoming purely mathematical exercises. Furthermore, short-route models are inherently limited in that they cannot provide insights into the processes involved in the instatement of particular behaviours and their dynamic signatures. Long-route models may provide Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. B (2003) such insights by taking both behavioural and structural (i.e. anatomical, neurophysiological and biomechanical) data into account. By doing so, the arbitrariness that plagues short-route models can be reduced.
In principle, two options are available for modelling along the long route. One option is to construct dynamical models of adaptive neural networks for the processing of sensory information and the generation of task-specific motor outflow commands which are fed into a dynamical model of the musculoskeletal system. This approach, called NNDM (cf. Bullock 1998) , is the one developed over the years by Bullock & Grossberg (1988 . It has provided a coherent account for numerous behavioural and neurophysiological properties of relatively slow human reaching movements (Bullock & Grossberg 1988; Contreras-Vidal et al. 1997; Bullock et al. 1998 Bullock et al. , 1999 ; see also Schweighofer et al. 1998b; Spoelstra et al. 2000) . The second option is to start off with a feed-forward model of the musculoskeletal system, involving realistic activation dynamics and forcelength and force-velocity dynamics of muscles, and to identify an optimal neural stimulation of this model for performing a particular task by means of optimization. This optimal stimulation will result in movement trajectories for which the musculoskeletal dynamics are exploited to the fullest, as has been demonstrated in the study of explosive multijoint movements such as vertical jumping (e.g. Van Soest et al. 1994) and kicking a soccer ball (Van Soest & Beek 1996) . The choice of explosive tasks is rather critical for the application of this approach for two reasons. First, such tasks may be treated as 'ballistic' in the sense that they are so fast that the role of sensory feedback (which would complicate the identification of an optimal stimulation pattern) may be conveniently ignored. Second, for explosive tasks it is relatively straightforward to formulate useful optimization criteria, such as maximal vertical velocity of the model's centre of gravity at the moment of release in the vertical jump and maximal ball velocity in the soccer kick.
Although the two modelling options may complement each other and are worthwhile to pursue in parallel, the dynamical optimization approach suffers from the problem that the identified optimal stimulation patterns take the form of fixed time-series of muscle stimulations, reminiscent of the old notion of a motor programme: 'a set of muscle commands that are structured before the movement sequence begins, and that allows the sequence to be carried out uninfluenced by peripheral feedback' (Keele 1968, p. 387) . In reality, of course, the brain generates muscle commands in real-time; the optimization procedure does not address how this is accomplished. Considering that the dynamics of such generative neural processes have to be understood to come to terms with how the nervous system supports movement, and considering the evidence in favour of continuous control in the performance of interceptive actions, rapid and slow, we have chosen NNDM rather than dynamical optimization as our entry point in modelling the control of interceptive actions along the long route.
As an introduction to our long-route modelling, we first discuss Bullock & Grossberg's (1988) VITE model for trajectory formation. The VITE model (see figure 3) is a central pattern generator for voluntary movements. It The VITE circuit generates motor outflow commands on the basis of sensory input. V 1 is the difference vector between the target position vector (T ) and the present position vector (P ). The desired velocity vector (Ṗ ) is determined by multiplying the V 1 with an autonomous GO signal, which can be used to scale overall movement velocity or shut off movement. P is generated internally by integrating Ṗ continuously.
contains two 'seemingly unavoidable' (Bullock 1998) types of signals: a movement vector specifying the residual required movement, and a gating signal representing a voluntary motor drive (to alter overall movement velocity or shut off movements instantaneously). The movement or difference vector (V 1 ) codes the difference between the target position vector (T ) and the present position vector (P ), which correspond to the spatial locations of target and end-effector, respectively. The multiplicative gating of V 1 by means of a so-called GO signal (G = G 0 g) occurs within an internal negative feedback loop and culminates in the desired velocity vector (Ṗ ). Ṗ is integrated continuously to determine P, which represents the model's motor outflow command. By using the internally generated P (rather than the perceived position) to determine V 1 , the VITE model operates as a feed-forward controller. However, it may use proprioceptive feedback if possible or necessary ; see below). The following differential equations formally describe the VITE model:
Here, ␥ and A are integration rate scalars and G 0 and B are scalars. The symbol [arg] ϩ means max(0, arg), which stops the integration when V 1 equals zero.
Our modelling of the neural subsystem is based on the VITE model, which outputs desired kinematics. We make the auxiliary assumption that actual and desired kinematics in general diverge very little, that is, inverse dynamics control is provided by other neural systems, such as the spinal cord (e.g. ; see also Bizzi et al. 1982; Feldman 1986; Latash 1993 ) and the cerebellum (e.g. Bullock 1998; Contreras-Vidal et al. 1997; Schweighofer et al. 1998a,b; Spoelstra et al. 2000) . For a relatively slow catching task this assumption is warranted by extensive modelling studies on inverse dynamics operations in other neural subsystems. We mention three lines of modelling. First, Bullock & Grossberg's (1989) spinal FLETE model in essence operates to linearize the peripheral motor system's response to kinematic motor Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. B (2003) outflow commands (see § 4b for a more elaborate description of the model). Second, Contreras-Vidal et al. (1997) modelled an adaptive cerebellar side-loop from the motor cortex to the interposed nuclei via the magnocellular zone of the red nucleus to the spinal cord. They showed how this projection might influence ␣-motor neuron firing in a context-dependent manner and how the cerebellum might assist in the formation of muscle synergies at the spinal level to generate the torque-time patterns needed to realize the desired kinematics. Third, Bullock et al. (1998) extended the VITE model to provide an account for loadsensitive and load-insensitive directional tuning in the cortical areas four and five (e.g. Georgopoulos et al. 1982; Kalaska et al. 1989 Kalaska et al. , 1990 Lacquaniti et al. 1995) . In the model the present position vector is separated into a perceived position vector (in area five) and an outflow position vector (in area four). The perceived position vector is determined by an efference copy from the outflow position vector and by Ia-afferent feedback. The outflow commands to ␣-motor neurons incorporate compensation for inertial and static loads, based on II and Ia afferent signals, respectively. As such, the outflow command does not only represent the desired kinematics, but also compensates for dynamic aspects of the reaching movement. These three lines of modelling provide enough support for taking behavioural data as a direct reference for the model output (i.e. desired kinematics).
In the modelling studies discussed above the main focus has been on the neural subsystem. The sensory and musculoskeletal subsystems have not been addressed in as much detail; until the study of Dessing et al. (2002) only movements towards stationary targets were considered, and muscle dynamics have largely been ignored or considered as something to be compensated for. In § § 4a and 4b we will discuss our views on how to provide an account for the control of interceptive actions in which the relevant environmental information is dynamic (i.e. moving target), and how to integrate VITE-like neural networks with a more detailed dynamical musculoskeletal model.
(a) The relative and required velocity integration to endpoint model In this section we summarize an extension of the VITE model that we developed to account for some basic properties of catching movements (for a full account see Dessing et al. (2002) ). The original VITE model uses only (visual) information about object location for the planning of a hand trajectory. It contains no mechanism for the perceptual control of movement time (Beek & Bootsma 1991) and, thus, cannot explain how adequate timing is achieved in catching.
In extending the VITE model we focused on the online modulation of movement on the basis of time-related information. As became apparent in § 2, there is no consensus about the precise form of this information, although ample behavioural evidence exists for the use of TC or expansion-related information (e.g. Lee et al. 1983; Savelsbergh et al. 1991; Rushton & Wann 1999; Michaels et al. 2001) . This behavioural evidence is matched by considerable neurophysiological support: neurons in the nucleus rotundus in pigeons (equivalent to the pulvinar nucleus in primates), the lobula giant motion detector in locusts and the cortical areas MSTd and MTd (i.e. the dorsal parts of the medial superior temporal area and the middle temporal area) of Macaca monkeys all have been reported to fire in response to TC and expansion-related information (Tanaka & Saito 1989; Wang & Frost 1992; Hatsopoulos et al. 1995; Sun & Frost 1998; Gabbiani et al. 1999; Rind & Simmons 1999) . Projections from the pulvinar nucleus reach the cortex (e.g. area four) via the basal ganglia and the ventral thalamus (e.g. Frost et al. 1990; Butler & Hodos 1996) . In the VITE model the globus pallidus of the basal ganglia is the proposed site for the generation of the GO signal (Bullock & Grossberg 1991; cf. Horak & Anderson 1984a,b) . We therefore postulated a TC-based modulation of the GO signal. Given the state of affairs in research on TC information, we refrained from making any assumptions about its nature: in the simulations TC was used, but or expansion rate would have yielded similar results for the tasks we considered. Thus, a (TC) Ϫ1 signalling stage (representing neurons signalling imminency of contact) was added to the VITE model, modulating the GO signal multiplicatively. Because such a VITE model is similar to the RV model (Peper et al. 1994) , we called it the RVITE model. The RVITE model is defined by changing equation (4.2) to
Here, TC represents the TC of the object with the hand movement axis. The rectification of V 1 was omitted to allow for a change in movement direction. In the VITE model, movement time scales inversely with G 0 . G 0 was therefore also made responsive to TC at the moment of initiation (TC ini ), by letting
Here, is a scalar, variations of which allow for voluntary control of movement velocity. The RVITE model prospectively brings the hand to the right place at the right time. However, as stated in § 3 the simulated kinematics of the RV model agreed qualitatively, but not quantitatively, with the observed behaviour (see figure 4) . Therefore, it needed to be extended.
For the extension of the RVITE model we focused on the conditions in which the performance of the model was worst (see dotted lines in figure 4b ). In these conditions P overshot and subsequently moved back to the interception point, whereas Montagne et al.'s (1999) subjects reached the interception point before interception and subsequently stayed there. This discrepancy can be explained by the fact that the RVITE model ignores the current hand and ball velocities: the current ball location only acts as a continuously changing point attractor in the spatial domain. However, when the interception point is located between the initial ball and hand position (i.e. when the hand has to move in the direction opposite to that of the ball's motion) this causes a considerable overestimation of the required hand velocity, leading to the predicted overshoots. Indeed, in such conditions systematic quantitative discrepancies occurred between data and model (see figure 4b) , suggesting that people take both ball and hand velocity into account in coordinating the catch. The question, of course, is how. One option is that T is not specified by the current ball position, but by some prediction of the interception point. This prediction may either be based on a combination of ball position and velocity (cf. Smeets & Brenner 1995) or on some higher-order variable (cf. Bootsma & Peper 1992; Regan & Kaushal 1994; Jacobs & Michaels 2003) . However, as argued before, the occurrence of movement reversals implies that the initial prediction of the interception point, if any is used, must be inaccurate. Therefore, we decided to refrain from postulating exotic variables, and to follow an alternative route by postulating that the instantaneous difference between ball and hand velocity dynamically influences hand velocity (Dessing et al. 2002) . Figure 5 suggested that, compared with the RVITE model, hand velocity should decrease when hand and ball move towards each other (in order to reduce the overshoot). Conversely, it should increase when hand and ball move away from each other, that is, when control on the basis of current position results in underestimation of the required hand velocity.
How can this principle be incorporated into the RVITE model? Neurophysiological evidence suggests that for the oculomotor system parallel parieto-frontal networks exist for both saccade control (position servo) and smooth pursuit control (velocity servo) (Tian & Lynch 1996) . The outputs of these networks converge at the reticular formation, a premotor centre of the oculomotor system (Yan et al. 2001) . Considering that cross-links between oculomotor and hand movement control systems have been demonstrated in psychophysical experiments (e.g. Vercher et al. 1997) , it is likely that a similar parieto-frontal parallelism exists for the control of hand movements. Therefore, a relative velocity vector (V 2 ) was added to the RVITE model, which codes the difference between hand and target velocity (i.e. Ṗ and Ṫ ). Its parallel channel projects back to Ṗ after multiplication with TC for achieving unitary consistency: Ṗ receives position-based inputs, of which the V 2 channel provides a predictive 'error' correction. We conjectured that V 2 is calculated in area five (or seven). Figure 6a shows the structure of the resulting RRVITE model. V 2 is specified by
Here, is an integration rate scalar. Furthermore, equation (4.5) was changed to 8) where scales the influence of V 2 on movement velocity. Figure 6b shows that V 2 indeed eliminates the occurrence of erroneous overshoots in the model. Besides the parallel nature discussed above, several lines of neuroanatomical support exist for the TC paths of the RRVITE model (Dessing et al. 2002; see figure 7 ). The LP-PUL project directly to cortical areas five and seven (Mesulam 1983; Brooks 1986 
. . (t) signal projects to the GO signal and to the V 2 output. T and Ṫ receive information about lateral ball position (X b (t)) and velocity (Ẋ b (t)). (b) Simulated kinematics of the RRVITE model generated for Montagne et al.'s (1999) task. The dotted lines indicate that the V 2 prevents the overshoots and subsequent movement reversals from occurring. Parameters are the same as for RVITE, but with = 0.8 and = 0.79. Acuna et al. 1990; Schmahmann & Pandya 1990 ). This provides a basis for the proposed TC modulation of V 2 in area five (or seven). More recently, Pare & Smith (1996) provided evidence for the existence of a branched projection from the deep layers of cortical areas five and seven to the LP-PUL and to the striatum in the cat (see also Butler & Hodos 1996; Marin et al. 1998) . The LP-PUL also project directly to the striatal areas receiving strong projections from areas five and seven (Butler & Hodos 1996; Marin et al. 1998) . Thus, two pathways exist from the thalamic LP-PUL nuclei to the striatum: the indirect thalamo-cortico-striatal and the much more ancient direct thalamo-striatal projection. In birds and mammals, the interposed cortical processing stage has become more dominant during evolution, but strong direct thalamo-striatal projections from a few thalamic nuclei, such as LP-PUL, have survived. One plausible reason for this is that in avoiding approaching objects the faster direct path to the striatum is preferred over the slower transcortical pathway. Correspondingly, in the RRVITE model the TC-GO interaction (the thalamo-striatal-pallidal projection) is more important for successful performance. (local circuits involving interneurons and projection neurons, and, in some cases, multiple laminae and map-like topography) is not included in the RRVITE model. However, recent expanded treatments of local circuit details (Brown et al. 2000) make us confident that such details can be added without changing the dynamics emphasized in this report.
(b) Integration with musculoskeletal dynamics The (RR)VITE model provides the spinal cord with feed-forward kinematic motor outflow commands (i.e. an intended movement). A key question is how this intended movement leads to an actual movement. As discussed in § 4, several neural subsystems have been suggested to provide the necessary inverse dynamics control. Of particular interest with regard to our VITE model extensions is the FLETE model (Bullock & Grossberg 1989 . The FLETE model explains how the peripheral motor system (the spinal cord and musculoskeletal system) might allow separate control of joint angle and joint stiffness, respectively, based on a kinematic (VITE) control signal and a separate cocontraction signal (e.g. Humphrey & Reed 1983) . Note that, besides timing and positioning, stiffness control is essential during interceptive actions as it allows adaptive tuning of dynamic end-effector properties, appropriate for the upcoming impact. The FLETE model provides an account for the operations performed by ␣-motor neurons, Ia-and Ib-interneurons, Renshaw cells, static and dynamic ␥-motor neurons and Ia, Ib and II afferents of opponent muscles. Although the original FLETE model incorporates muscles that are modelled with quadratic force-length relationships of which the slack length depends on muscle activation, it was recently equipped with more realistic dynamic (Hill-type) muscle models (Van Heijst et al. 1999) , of which the height rather than the zero crossing (slack length) of the force-length curve depends on muscle stimulation (e.g. Van Soest et al. Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. B (2003) 1994). In the resulting single-joint model the weights between the different spinal connections self-organized by means of a Hebbian-like learning rule (cf. Van Heijst et al. 1998) . For the two-joint case Contreras-Vidal et al. (1997) constructed two separate FLETE models (for opponent monoarticular shoulder muscles and opponent biarticular arm muscles), which were coupled by means of a cerebellar model (to form muscle synergies) and by a feedback projection of shoulder joint receptors to elbow ␣-motor neurons. These couplings allowed the joint kinematics to closely follow the desired kinematics.
The modelling studies discussed above have provided many insights into the neural basis of inverse dynamics control. However, several challenges remain. A multijoint model with dynamical (Hill-type) muscles is yet to be formulated. The use of biologically realistic parameters would introduce asymmetries between opponent muscles (unlike the symmetric model used by Van Heijst et al. (1999) ), which might threaten the separateness of angular control and stiffness control as proposed in the FLETE model. It still has to be determined to what extent all muscles in such a system can be considered as fixed opponent pairs, with minimal interconnections between their spinal modules. For instance, Contreras-Vidal et al. (1997) did not model any FLETE-like interaction between mono-and bi-articular shoulder muscles (e.g. monoarticular flexor and biarticular extensor), which would have been equally valid from a FLETE perspective and is also consistent with the existence of single corticospinal projections to ␣-motor neurons of several muscles (e.g. McKiernan et al. 1998; Holdefer & Miller 2002) as well as with the spinal coding of muscle synergies defined in terms of their angular equilibrium point (e.g. Bizzi et al. 1991; Saltiel et al. 2001) . Future modelling should reveal the relevance of such more extensive spinal interconnections for a biologically more realistic musculoskeletal model.
The existence of kinematic planning has been questioned for explosive, high-energy movements (e.g. hitting). In particular, Van Soest & Bobbert (1998) have argued that cerebellar compensation at the spinal level discussed in § 4 would be insufficient for such tasks, because this compensation would necessarily form the predominant component of the net descending signal. For such tasks a more intimate account of neural and musculoskeletal dynamics might be required than provided thus far by NNDM. The extended VITE model with feedback and cerebellar extensions still lacks the intelligence to fully exploit the musculoskeletal dynamics; it only provides a feed-forward compensation for those effects that can be compensated within the constraint of the initial kinematical plan. Exploitation of the musculoskeletal dynamics may, however, be accomplished through cerebellar modulation of this kinematic plan. A possibly relevant neural projection with respect to the influence of musculoskeletal dynamics at the planning level is that from the interposed and dentate nuclei of the cerebellum to the motor cortex traversing the ventral thalamus. Through this pathway motor cortical outflow commands could be adaptively influenced (or gated), for instance by transient disinhibition of this cortical sensory-motor pathway Bullock 1998 ). This gating might allow for the selection of muscle synergies at the motor cortical level, such that musculoskeletal dynamics are taken into account (and thus exploited) at an 'earlier' level of planning. Another way in which musculoskeletal dynamics can be exploited during explosive movements is by systematically controlling the system state before initiation: by a learned sequence of movement plans the dynamics of the propulsive release from a set-up posture can be optimized due to transient stretching of muscles and tendons (i.e. stretchshortening cycles). This strategy is well documented for explosive movements and thus readily applies to explosive hitting tasks.
To resolve the foregoing discussion, several research questions need to be answered. First, it is necessary to study in more detail how accurately the peripheral motor system (i.e. the spinal cord in combination with the musculoskeletal system) can track an intended movement. Clearly, this requires a more extensive model of the spinal circuitry and the musculoskeletal dynamics in which realistic feedback loops are incorporated, as well as muscle-specific activation dynamics, force-length and forcevelocity relations, and moment arms. We are currently involved in the development of such a model. Second, a model is required of the cerebellar projection to the motor cortex. This in effect may also require a more extensive model of cortical circuitry involved in generating motor outflow commands.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In the present article we have built a case for long-route modelling in studying the control of interceptive actions. In doing so, we discussed several limitations of short-route attempts to directly model the dynamical mapping of perceptual variables onto motor variables. This critical discussion should not be interpreted as a rejection of short-route models as a means to gain insight into the control of interceptive actions. Clearly, such models may be instrumental in identifying relevant control laws that may subsequently be exploited in constructing more encompassing, long-route models. As a case in point, we highlighted the significance of the principle of RV control identified by Peper et al. (1994) and explained how we incorporated this principle in an explicit dynamical neural network architecture for the generation of motor control signals, the RRVITE model.
The RRVITE model has several appealing features that illustrate the merits of long-route models. First, it is not only consistent with pertinent behavioural findings, including data on the perceptual information used, but also with a large body of neuroanatomical and neurophysiological findings. In fact, it provides an integral account of these findings. It explains observed behavioural properties in terms of underlying neural connections and processes and provides, at the same time, functional interpretations for the existence of these connections and processes. As a result, the RRVITE model makes both behavioural and neural predictions, allowing this unification of knowledge to evolve further through experimentation and extended modelling. Furthermore, it contributes, together with other extensions of the original VITE model, to the development of an encompassing account of the neural control of movement to both stationary and moving objects, which stands in marked Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. B (2003) contrast with the 'stand-alone' character of many shortroute models.
Obviously, singing our plea for long-route modelling does not make us blind to the possible drawbacks of this approach. Like any other more structural approach, it runs the risk of getting bogged down in incorporating too much and too detailed structural information, thereby obscuring the formative principles that are at work in instantiating particular behaviours. In addition, long-route modelling may suffer from imbalances in the degree to which the various (sensory, neural and musculoskeletal) subsystems are addressed in building larger composite models. Obviously, in the present account, which is representative for where we stand with our approach, emphasis was placed on the neural subsystem at the expense of a more elaborate treatment of the sensory and musculoskeletal system. As it stands, however, such a treatment should await further in-depth investigations into the role of the dynamical properties of these subsystems in the control of interceptive actions. LP-PUL: lateral posterior and pulvinar nuclei of the thalamus NNDM: neural network dynamical modelling RRVITE: relative and required velocity integration to endpoint RV: required velocity RVITE: required velocity integration to endpoint TC: time-to-contact VITE: vector integration to endpoint
